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We studied the exclusive reactionep→e8p8f using thef→K1K2 decay mode. The data were collected
using a 4.2 GeV incident electron beam and the CEBAF Large Acceptance Spectrometer~CLAS! at the
Thomas Jefferson National Accelerator Facility. Our experiment covers the range inQ2 from 0.7 to 2.2 GeV2,
andW from 2.0 to 2.6 GeV. Taken together with all previous data, we find a consistent picture off pr duction
on the proton. Our measurement shows the expected decrease of thet slop with the vector-meson formation
time cDt below 2 fm. At^cDt&50.6 fm, we measurebf52.2760.42 GeV
22. The cross section dependence
on W asW0.260.1 at Q251.3 GeV2 was determined by comparison withf production at HERA after correcting
for threshold effects. This is the same dependence as observed in photoproduction.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevC.64.0499XX PACS number~s!: 13.60.Le, 12.40.Vv, 14.40.Cs, 25.30.Rw, 99.10.1g
I. INTRODUCTION
Vector-meson photo- and electroproduction have been im-
portant tools used to understand the hadronic properties of
the photon@1#. For low values of the four-momentum trans-
fer squared, the photon interacts with the target predomi-
nantly through vector-meson intermediate states that diffrac-
tively scatter off the target. This process, shown in Fig. 1~a!,
was originally described within the framework of the vector-
meson Dominance~VMD ! model. The production of thef
meson through this mechanism may be interpreted in terms
of the hadronic structure of the photon that couples to a
virtual meson with a strength proportional to the square of
the charge of its constituent quarks. Due to the dominantss̄
quark component in thef meson, quark-exchange~e.g.,
meson-exchange! mechanisms, ands-channel resonance pro-
duction are strongly suppressed@2–5#. As a consequence,
fp scattering at low four-momentum transfer proceeds pri-
marily through pomeron exchange, similar to hadron-hadron
diffractive scattering.
It is generally believed that the underlying mechanism for
pomeron exchange is multigluon exchange, where the sim-
plest possibility requires at least two gluons since all hadrons
are color singlets. A simplification to these calculations was
introduced by Donnachie and Landshoff@6,7#, who proposed
a model whereby the pomeron couples to quarks inside the
interacting hadrons as shown in Fig. 1~b!. Calculations
within this context have been applied tof electroproduction
to study the quark substructure of mesons@8,9# and to pho-
toproduction at large momentum transfer@10,11#. In these
models the cross section increases slowly with center-of-
mass energy,W, reflecting the pomeron trajectory.
At high Q2 the pomeron can be resolved into two-gluon
exchange, and predictions for hard diffractive electroproduc-
tion of vector mesons can be made within the context of
perturbative QCD@12#. At lower energies (W&10 GeV!,
quark-exchange mechanisms@13,14# become significant for
the production of vector mesons with valenceu andd quarks,
but play a limited role in the production off mesons.
The hadronic structure of the photon arises from fluctua-
tions of the virtual photon into short-lived quark-antiquark






where 2Q2 is the squared mass andn is the laboratory-
frame energy of the virtual photon~see Appendix A for no-
tation!. The effect of the formation time on the propagation
of these virtual quantum states in strongly interacting media
has been observed forr mesons propagating inside a proton
@15# and inside nuclear targets@16#. To date, no clear depen-
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dence on the formation time has been observed inf meson
production by virtual photons@15,17,18#.
This paper presents measurements of exclusivef meson
electroproduction off a proton target for 2.0<W<2.6 GeV
and 0.7<Q2<2.2 GeV2 where there is extremely limited
data. In this kinematic regime, the short formation distance1
of the virtualqq̄ state (0.35<cDt<0.75 fm! limits the time
for interaction and probes thef production mechanism at
small formation times.
In Sec. II we present the details of our experimental tech-
niques and data analysis. It concludes with values for the
measuredt slopes and total cross sections. In Sec. III we
compare our results with previous data, and compare with a
geometrical model of the relation between formation time
andt slope. The model is discussed in some detail in Appen-
dix B.
II. EXPERIMENT
The experiment was performed using the CEBAF Large
Acceptance Spectrometer~CLAS! @19,20# in Hall B of the
Thomas Jefferson National Accelerator Facility. The data
were taken with a 4.2 GeV electron beam incident on a 5.0
cm liquid hydrogen target in March and April of 1999. The
CLAS torus magnet current was set to 2250 A, bending
negatively charged particles toward the beam axis. The trig-
ger required a single scattered electron signal, identified as a
coincidence of the forward electromagnetic calorimeter~EC!
@21# and Čerenkov counters@22#. Data were recorded at an
instantaneous luminosity of 0.631034 cm22 s21 and a typi-




In order to reduce the data sample to a manageable size,
the data of interest were first preselected using very loose
requirements on particle identification, missing mass, and the
requirement forW to be above 1.8 GeV. Thef mesons were
identified through theirK1K2 decay mode. Because of the
small acceptance ofK2 due to the CLAS magnetic field
setting, we required only three final-state particles to be de-
tected: electron, proton, andK1. TheK2 was reconstructed
by identification in theepK1(X) missing mass. The mo-
menta of charged tracks were reconstructed from their cur-
vature in the CLAS magnetic field using a system of drift
chambers@23#. The data reduction process selected about
82 000 events for further analysis. The size of this filtered
data sample was compact ('0.5 Gbyte!and easily manage-
able in comparison with the size of the entire data set ('1
Tbyte!.
B. Electron identification
In addition to a fiducial requirement that an electron hit be
at least 10 cm from the outer edge of the electromagnetic
calorimeter, cuts on energy deposition in the EC were ap-
plied in order to avoid misidentification ofp2 as e2. The
total energy deposited by an electron in the EC is propor-
tional to the momentum determined by magnetic analysis.
This dependence is illustrated in Fig. 2~a!. The electron band
with the width of the EC resolution is clearly seen. In order
to cut out the hadronic background, we applied cuts around
this band@the solid lines in Fig. 2~a!#. An additional im-
provement ine2/p2 separation was achieved by cutting out
the p2 signal based on the energy deposited in the inner
1In the literature the formation distance is also referred to as co-
herence length.
FIG. 1. Representation off production by~a! the VMD model
and ~b! the Donnachie and Landshoff pomeron-exchange model. FIG. 2. ~a! Electron momentum versus total deposited energy in
EC. The solid lines show the applied cuts.~b! Energy deposited by
the TOF-identifiedp2’s in the outer EC layers versus energy de-
posited in the inner EC layers. The solid line shows the applied cut
Ein.0.04 GeV, which retains all good electron candidates.
FIG. 3. ~a! Positively charged particle momentum versus recon-
structed mass for the preselected event sample. The apparent sepa-
ration between kaons, pions, and protons at high momenta is due to
the data preselection cuts. The horizontal lines show the binning in
kaon momenta;~b! K1 reconstructed mass distribution in the mo-
mentum bin from 0.9 to 1.2 GeV. The background is due to pion
misidentification.

















































layer of the calorimeter as shown in Fig. 2~b!. The cluster of
entries to the left of the line is thep2 signal in the EC. The
solid line is the applied cut (Ein.0.04 GeV! to eliminate
pions. To determine this cut we usedp2 identified by the
time-of-flight ~TOF! system of the CLAS@24#.
C. Hadron identification
The identification of charged hadrons is illustrated in
Fig. 3. The distribution of positively charged particle mo-
menta versus reconstructed mass is shown in Fig. 3~a!. Pro-
ton, kaon, and positive pion bands are clearly distinguished.
The width of the reconstructed mass increases with momen-
tum. However, there is no systematic dependence after care-
ful timing calibration of the detector@24–26#.
D. K¿ identification
In order to optimize the signal-to-background ratio in
kaon identification, the kaon momentum range was divided
into six bins. In each bin the mass distribution was fitted to a
Gaussian with a polynomial background to determine the
characteristics of theK1 peak. An example of this procedure
is shown in Figs. 3~a!and 3~b!. The horizontal lines in Fig.
3~a!show the momentum bins forK1 identification, and the
fitting result for one of the bins is illustrated in Fig. 3~b!. To
identify kaons,62s cuts were applied around the mean
value ^mK1&.
E. Proton identification
The proton signal is very clean and does not have a sig-
nificant background contribution. For proton identification
we applied a simple reconstructed mass cut from 0.8 to 1.1
GeV.
F. KÀ identification
We identified theK2 using the missing mass technique.
The K2 band is clearly seen in Fig. 4~a!. The selection used
62s cuts around theK2 peak. The invariant mass,MKK , of
the K1K2 is computed using the known mass of the kaons,
the measured momentum of theK1, and the missing mo-
mentum of the event for theK2. We note that because the
masses are large compared to the momenta of the particles,
this quantity has significantly better resolution than theepX
missing mass.
G. Identification of the signal
Applying the electron and hadron identification cuts de-
scribed above, we identified about 3800 events of the
epK1K2 final state. In order to eliminate events caused by
false triggers on low energy electrons~e.g., fromp0 Dalitz
decays!we also required the energy transfer,n5Ee2Ee8 , to
be smaller than 3.5 GeV. The selected sample includesf
mesons, high mass hyperons, and background events that
come from particle misidentification.
The most important features of the final selection are
shown in Figs. 4~a!–4~c!. In the scatter plot ofepK1X ver-
sus epX missing mass@see Fig. 4~a!#the signal of the
epK1K2 final state is clearly distinguished from the rest of
the data. The solid lines show the62s selection cuts in the
reconstructedK2 mass. Figure 4~b!shows theMKK mass
distribution of the selected final state with a prominent peak
due to excitingf particles. To extract the totalf yield, we
fitted the peak with a Gaussian~the integral is shown as the
filled area in the plot!and the background with an empirical
phase space function,
f ~MKK!5AAMKK2 2Mth2 1B~MKK2 2Mth2 !, ~2!
where the thresholdMth50.987 GeV. The fit givesNf
5248, a mean valuê MKK&51019.160.6 MeV, and s
56.060.6 MeV, where the width of the peak is dominated
by the resolution of CLAS.2 Thef signal-to-background ra-
tio is 0.7 within 62s from the mean value of thef peak.
The primary source of physical background consists of
high mass hyperons,ep→e8K1Y* , with a subsequent decay
Y* →NK̄. The production and decay amplitudes of these par-
ticles are not well known. The main channel is theL(1520)
with a cross section larger thanf production. Additional
contributions come fromL(1600), L(1800), L(1820),
S(1660), andS(1750), which have large branching ratios
for decay into theNK̄ channel@27#. These backgrounds were
investigated by Monte Carlo methods using exactly the same
algorithms as the experimental data in order to optimize se-
lection cuts. In order to minimize the number ofL(1520) in
the data sample, we requireMX(eK
1X) to be greater than
1.56 GeV. The cut is shown for the data sample with the
solid line in Fig. 4~c!.
2The mass of thef is 1019.41760.014 MeV, and the decay width
@full width at half maximum~FWHM!# is 4.45860.032 MeV@27#.
FIG. 4. Thef channel separation technique.~a! epK1X miss-
ing mass versusepX missing mass. The horizontal lines show the
selection ofK2. ~b! MKK mass spectrum ofepK
1K2 events.~c!
eK1X missing mass distribution. The line shows theL~1520!cut.
~d! MKK mass distribution with theL~1520!cut applied.
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The MKK mass distribution with theL~1520!cut applied
is shown in Fig. 4~d!. The simultaneous fit of thef peak and
the background givesNf5197, a mean valuê MKK&
51019.460.9 MeV, ands56.461.1 MeV. Thef signal-to-
background ratio is improved and equals 1.3 within62s of
the f peak. The remaining background, consistent with
phase space, is due to high-mass hyperon states, nonresonant
K1K2 production and experimental misidentification of a
p1 as aK1 @events under theK1 peak in Fig. 3~b!#. We note
that the level of the background under thef peak depends on
the fitting procedure and will be addressed when we discuss
systematic errors.
The kinematic range of the data sample is shown in
Fig. 5. The range ofQ2 varies from 0.7 to 2.2 GeV2, W from
2.0 to 2.6 GeV, andDt from 1.8 to 4.0 GeV21 (cDt from
0.35 to 0.79 fm!. The small values ofcDt indicate that the
formation distance in our kinematic regime is below the had-
ron size, 2r h'2 fm. The data binning to calculate the expo-
nentialt slope~see below!is indicated in Fig. 5 by horizontal
dashed lines, which show the ranges ofQ2 ~integrated over
Dt) and Dt ~integrated overQ2). In both cases the data
range inW is the same@solid lines in Fig. 5~a!#. We note that
finer binning inQ2 andW is used for the evaluation of the
cross sections integrated overt8.
Ideally, with enough statistics and an understanding of the
background shape, fits would be used to extract the signal
yield in every kinematic bin of interest. With limited statis-
tics this is not possible, and we proceeded by using a side-
band subtraction technique.
H. Background subtraction
The side-band technique, as illustrated in Fig. 6, was used
to determine the background distribution as a function ofQ2,
W, and 2t8. The signal region was determined within a
62s cut around̂ Mf& after excluding theL~1520!from the
final state data sample. The side bands were located63s
away from thef peak, and the number within the band was
scaled to the background as determined by the fit@see Fig.
4~d!#. The normalized side-band events were then subtracted
in each distribution of interest. This procedure is illustrated
in Fig. 6 for the entire data set and was repeated for each
kinematic region defined in Table I.
I. Acceptance
For the calculation of the acceptance, we used aGEANT-
based simulation of CLAS, taking into account trigger effi-
ciency, problematic hardware channels, and the CLAS reso-
lution. The Monte Carlo event sample was generated
assuming the VMD model forf electroproduction. Two it-
erations in the acceptance calculation were made to adjust
the VMD parameters to be close to the data. In each kine-
matic region, the acceptance was calculated from the ratio of
reconstructed to generatedf events with the same kinemat-
ics and particle identification cuts that were applied to the
data. Figure 7 shows the acceptance as a function ofQ2 and
2t8 for the entire data set. This procedure was also used to
calculate the acceptance as a function ofW andDt in each
kinematic bin.
J. Radiative corrections
For the calculation of the radiative corrections, we used
the peaking approximation@28#. We define the radiative cor-
FIG. 5. Kinematic distributions of the selectedf events:~a! Q2
versusW. ~b! Dt versusQ2. The dashed lines indicate the binning,
used later, inQ2 andDt; the solid lines show the range ofW used
in the analysis.
FIG. 6. Side-band background subtraction technique.~a! Loca-
tion of the side bands;~b!, ~c!, and~d! distributions of events in the
signal region~histograms!and in the side bands~open squares!
versusQ2, W, andut2tminu.
TABLE I. The measured values of thet-slope parameter,bf ,
fitted to the data for2t8,1.2 GeV2. The errors are statistical only.
Kinematic Q2 andcDt ^Q2& ^cDt& bf
region range (GeV2) ~fm! (GeV22)
All data 0.7–2.2 GeV2 1.02 2.2760.42
0.35–0.75 fm 0.6
Low Q2 0.7–1.2 GeV2 0.87 – 2.3160.59
High Q2 1.2–2.2 GeV2 1.47 – 2.1060.52
Low cDt 0.35–0.55 fm – 0.49 2.0460.42
High cDt 0.55–0.75 fm – 0.63 2.1260.46
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rections in each bin of every kinematic variable as the ratio
Frad5Nnorad /Nrad , whereNrad and Nnorad are the gener-
atedf yields with radiative effects turned on and off, respec-
tively. The model for thef production cross section em-
ployed for the computation of acceptance was also used for
the studies of radiative corrections. The ratios were calcu-
lated with the same kinematics and particle identification
cuts that were applied to the data. The simulatedf mass
distributions with and without radiative effects are shown in
Fig. 8~a!. The inverse radiative correction factor, 1/Frad, as a
function of Q2 is shown in Fig. 8~b!. The correction factors
as a function of2t8 in all four kinematic regions are of the
order of 1.4 and uniform over the kinematics considered
here.
K. Data normalization
The final step in the analysis procedure was the normal-
ization of thef yield to the integrated luminosity, the virtual







where DQ2 and DW are the bin widths inQ2 and W,
G(Q2,W) is the virtual photon flux,Lint is the integrated
luminosity, Nf is the f yield in the bin,F
acc is the accep-
tance factor in a given bin,Fwin is a small correction factor
for production from the target windows ('1%), Frad is the
radiative correction factor, andB50.49260.007 is the decay
branching ratio forf→K1K2 @27#. The virtual photon flux
was calculated on an event-by-event basis and averaged for














whereM p is the mass of the proton,Ee is the electron beam








The cross section integrated over allt8, s(Q2,W), was
extracted in five bins over aQ2 range from 0.8 to 1.8 GeV2
with a bin width of 0.2 GeV2. The range inW was deter-
mined as the allowed kinematic range for eachQ2. The bin-
ning, values of the virtual photon flux used during normal-
ization,G(Q2,W), and the measured cross section are given
in Table II. The table shows statistical errors only.
M. Differential cross section,dsÕdt8
The measured cross section,ds/dt8, is generally param-





The entiret8 range (0<2t8<2.6 GeV2) can be fitted to a
single exponential with a slopebf51.6160.31 GeV
22 and
a x2 5 0.9/DF. However, Eq.~6! is only expected to be valid
at small2t8, so we have restricted our analysis to2t8 less
than 1.2 GeV2, which also allows direct comparison to pre-
vious measurements. For this restricted range, we obtainf
52.2760.42 GeV22 ~solid line in Fig. 9!. We also per-
formed fits in the four overlapping kinematic regions speci-
fied in Table I: two ranges inQ2 ~integrated overcDt) and
two ranges incDt ~integrated overQ2). The results of these
fits are given in Table I.
We note that at larger2t8, there is an apparent change in
the slope of the distribution with a break at2t8'1.3 GeV2.
This suggests that additional mechanisms may be present at
FIG. 7. Acceptance as a function ofQ2 and2t8.
FIG. 8. Simulated data:~a! f peak, convoluted with the mea-
sured CLAS resolution, with radiative effects turned off~solid! and
turned on~hatched histogram!.~b! Inverse radiative correction fac-
tor, 1/Frad, as a function ofQ2.
TABLE II. The averaged values ofW, e, G(Q2,W), and
s(Q2,W) as a function ofQ2. The numbers given for the virtual
photon flux,G(Q2,W), computed event by event, are the mean and
the standard deviation for the bin.
Q2 bin ^W& ^e& G(Q2,W) s(Q2,W)
(GeV2) ~GeV! (1024 GeV23) ~nb!
0.8–1.0 2.37 0.51 1.5060.15 27.666.1
1.0–1.2 2.31 0.50 1.1260.10 24.265.4
1.2–1.4 2.28 0.49 0.87960.067 23.065.2
1.4–1.6 2.28 0.44 0.70160.050 20.865.7
1.6–1.8 2.25 0.42 0.5620.033 14.566.4
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2t8>1 GeV2. Despite the fact that the break is not statisti-
cally significant, we discuss possible mechanisms for a slope
change. A similar pattern is observed in hadron-hadron elas-
tic scattering@29,30#, where a dip is observed at2t'1.4
GeV2 followed by a second maximum at2t'1.8 GeV2.
However,f photoproduction data do not show a change in
the slope for2t<2 GeV2 @11#. s-channel production of
resonances results in a large measured value of2t8. How-
ever, there are no known resonances that decay intofN.
Finally, imperfect background subtraction could also lead to
an enhancement at large2t8, but should be subsumed into
our quoted systematic errors.
N. Systematic errors
Estimates of our systematic errors for the cross section,
Ds, and thet-slope parameter,Dbf , are given in Table III.
The errors are averaged over the kinematics of the experi-
ment, although the lowestQ2 cross section point may have
about twice this systematic uncertainty due to the steepness
of the acceptance function@see Fig. 7~a!#. To estimate the
systematic errors due to background subtraction, a complete
analysis of the cross section andt-slope parameter was per-
formed using two different assumptions for the shape of the
background: phase space and a constant. The difference be-
tween these results is quoted as the systematic error due to
background subtraction. The systematic errors due to accep-
tance and radiative corrections are discussed in Refs.@31#
and@32#, respectively. Additional details can be found in Ref.
@25#. We note that the overall uncertainty is dominated by
statistical errors.
III. RESULTS
A. Cross section dependence onQ2 and W
The world data on elastic virtual photon production off
function of W in Fig. 11. Selected photoproduction data are
mesons are shown as a function ofQ2 in Fig. 10, and as a
also plotted for completeness.3 We show the data on both
plots with common symbols.
All HERA data@34–36#correspond toW ranging from 40
to 130 GeV, where the gluonic density in the proton at low
x5Q2/2M pn plays a significant role. Only the Cornell mea-
surement@15# exists at lowW, corresponding tox in the
valence region.4 For the high-energy data, theQ2 behavior of
the cross section is well described by the vector-meson
propagator squared. The data are not yet in the asymptotic
perturbative QCD regime where the longitudinal cross sec-
tion for vector-meson production is dominant, and should
scale asQ26 @39#. Nevertheless, the longitudinal contribu-
3Additional data of production on nuclear targets@33# are avail-
able at^W&'14 GeV.
4We note that data points from Ref.@15# have different integration
ranges for the cross section as a function ofQ2 andW presented in
Figs. 10 and 11.
FIG. 9. Theds/dt8 differential cross section for exclusivef
electroproduction off the proton with fits to the entire2t8 range
~dashed!and2t8 less than 1.2 GeV2 ~solid!.
FIG. 10. Thef meson cross section dependence onQ2 for
photo- and electroproduction. Electroproduction data H1 Collabo-
ration ~Adloff et al.! are from Ref.@34#, ZEUS Collaboration~Der-
rick et al.! from Refs.@35,36#, and Cornell~Casselet al.! from Ref.
@15#. Photoproduction data Bonn~Beschet al.! are from Ref.@37#,
and SLAC ~Ballam et al.! from Ref. @38#. The solid and dashed
curves are the pomeron-exchange model predictions forW570
GeV and for 2.0,W,2.6 GeV, respectively@10#.
TABLE III. Summary of the contributions to the systematic er-
rors.
Source Ds(%) Dbf(%)
Target stability 0.7 –
Target walls 1.0 –
Acceptance 7.8 5.0
Radiative corrections 4.7 –
Background subtraction 5.4 4.6
Total 10.7 6.8
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tion becomes increasingly important and must be treated sys-
tematically. For example,r mesons in muoproduction at
largeQ2 are found to be dominantly in the helicity zero spin
state@40#.
Pomeron-exchange models, such as those described in the
introduction, reproduce theQ24 behavior of the data at large
Q2. The predictions of a model@10#, based on the
Donnachie-Landshoff pomeron exchange@Fig. 1~b!#, are
shown in Fig. 10 for theW range of our experiment (2.0
,W,2.6 GeV!and atW570 GeV. The model describes the
data reasonably well at highW and reproduces the trend at
low W but overestimates the new cross section results pre-
sented here. We note that our data are close to thef produc-
tion threshold, where the cross section increases rapidly as a
function of center-of-mass energy. In the model of Pi-
chowsky and Lee@8#, the transition from a cross section that
slowly decreases withQ2 to one that falls off asQ24 occurs
at a threshold that increases with the current-quark mass of
the vector meson. No clear threshold is visible in thef data,
but the scarcity of points precludes drawing conclusions.
The photoproduction cross section increases slowly with
W, reflecting the pomeron trajectory. At higherQ2, a stronger
dependence onW has been observed in preliminary analysis
of HERA data@41#. If the cross section is parametrized as
Wd, d varies from about 0.2 for photoproduction tod;0.7 at
a Q2 of 8 GeV2. This increased dependence of the cross
section onW has been interpreted as being due to the rise of
the gluon momentum density in the proton at smallx @39#.
To be able to extract theW dependence by comparing our
measurement atQ251.3 GeV2 to HERA data at the sameQ2
and ^W&575 GeV, threshold effects must be taken into ac-
count. For example, threshold behavior can be clearly seen in
the photoproduction data@42# ~see Fig. 11!. The reduced
phase space near threshold behaves as (pW f /qW )
2, wherepW f
and qW are the center-of-mass three-momenta of thef and
virtual photon, respectively. This dependence of the cross
section onW can be parametrized as
s~W!5s0S pW f
qW
D 2S WW0D d. ~7!
Correcting for the threshold factor, our measurement of the
cross section becomesscorr(Q
251.3)5110627 nb, and us-
ing the HERA measurement,s(Q251.3)5220651 nb@34#,
we obtaind50.260.1. The quoted uncertainties were ob-
tained by summing the statistical and systematic errors in
quadrature. This slope is consistent with that measured in
photoproduction. The curves ofs(W) are shown in Fig. 11
for Q2 of 0, 1.3, and 2.2 GeV2 andd50.2. The curves are
normalized to the HERA data (s0 , W0) that are far from the
production threshold.
B. Dependence of thet slope oncDt
The dependence of thet slope,bf , on formation distance,
cDt, for f meson production is shown in Fig. 12 together
with previous data. In the terminology of the uncertainty
principle, Dt is the time during which the virtual photon,
with massAQ2, can fluctuate into af meson@1#. We expect
thatbf should decrease at lowDt as the interaction becomes
more pointlike. The previous electroproduction measure-
ments@15,17,18#do not show the expected behavior. How-
ever, a consistent picture emerges when we include photo-
production data as well. Both of our data points~solid stars!
lie in the region ofcDt below 1 fm and show a decrease of
bf with decreasing formation time when combined with
other data. This is consistent with the well-measured depen-
dence forr meson production@15# as discussed in Appendix
FIG. 11. Thef meson cross section dependence onW for
photo- and electroproduction. TheQ2 values of the measurements
are printed near the corresponding data points. All data points are
from the same references as in Fig. 10. The curves, described in the
text, correspond to aQ2 of 0, 1.3, and 2.2 GeV2.
FIG. 12. The dependence of thet slope,bf , on cDt. The elec-
troproduction data Cornell~Dixon et al.! are from Refs.@17,18#,
Cornell~Casselet al.! from Ref.@15#, and H1 Collaboration~Adloff
et al.! from Ref. @34#. The photoproduction data Bonn Collabora-
tion ~Beschet al.! are from Ref.@37#, SLAC ~Ballam et al.! from
Ref. @38#, DESY~Behrendet al.! from Ref. @42#, and CLAS Col-
laboration~Anciant et al.! from Ref. @11#.
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B. To fit the f meson data to Eq.~B5!, we constrain the
parameter h to the value extracted from the fit to ther data
@Eq. ~B6!#. This yields
bf~cDt!5~6.8760.17!@12e
2cDt/2(0.78)# ~8!
with x2/DF54.8. The fit to thef data is shown in Fig. 12
with the solid curve. The ratio ofbf /br indicates that thef
meson interaction size,Rf







A summary of the existing measurements ofbf together
with our results is shown in Fig. 13. Previousf electropro-
duction measurements are consistent with noQ2 or cDt de-
pendence@15,18#. We observe a low value ofbf'2.2
GeV22, which, taken together with the values measured in
photoproduction, shows a significant dependence onQ2.
However, theQ2 dependence ofbf can be explained by the
implicit dependence ofcDt on Q2 @Eq. ~B7!#. This is shown
in Fig. 13 where we plot the dependence ofbf on Q
2 using
Eq. ~8! and the relation in Eq.~B7! at two values ofW. The
lower curve, atW52.3 GeV, corresponds to our kinematics
and connects our measurements with photoproduction val-
ues. The upper curve is closer to the Cornell kinematics.
Because the value ofcDt is smaller than the size of the
nucleon, the scattering may be considered to be pointlike.
The application of QCD-inspired models, sensitive to the
quark structure of the interacting meson and nucleon, should
provide an interesting interpretation of the observedb(Dt)
and b(Q2) dependencies. It has been argued that with in-
creasingQ2 the radius of the virtual vector meson will shrink
@1#, and a corresponding decrease ofb should be observed.
At large enoughQ2, quark models@43,44# predict the de-
crease of the transverse dimension of the vector meson as
r V;r hM /AM21Q2. The mass scaleM represents a typical
hadronic mass scale, which might be as small as the vector-
meson mass, e.g.,Mf51020 MeV, but islikely to be large
compared to theQ2 values of this experiment. Even though
we do not need to invoke an explicitQ2 dependence to de-
scribe our data, we note that the effects of transverse size and
fluctuation times are not easily separated, especially when
fine binning is prohibitive due to limited statistics.
IV. SUMMARY
The electroproduction of thef~1020! vector meson was
measured forQ2 from 0.7 to 2.2 GeV2, W from 2.0 to 2.6
GeV, andDt from 1.8 to 4.0 GeV21 (cDt from 0.35 to 0.79
fm!. A sample of 197f~1020!mesons was accumulated for
the exclusive reaction ofep→e8p8f with the CLAS detector
in Hall B at the Thomas Jefferson National Accelerator Fa-
cility.
~i! Taken together with the world data sample, we find a
consistent picture of production on the proton. Yet the
scarcity off data do not permit a precise quantitative de-
scription of the production process.
~ii! We observe the expected decrease of the slopebf of
ds/dt8 on the formation lengthcDt below 2 fm. The rate of
thebf decrease is similar to that inr meson production, but
with a lower asymptotic value. Using a simple geometric
model, the data show that the interaction size off mesons
with a proton is smaller than forr mesons.
~iii! The f production cross section measurement adds
new information at low values ofQ2 andW. The cross sec-
tion dependence onQ2 is qualitatively reproduced by
pomeron-exchange models. The cross section dependence on
W asW0.260.1 at Q251.3 GeV2 was determined by compari-
son tof production at HERA after correcting for threshold
effects. This dependence is the same as observed in photo-
production.
Additional electro- and photoproduction data from CLAS
are currently being analyzed and will increase the overall
qualitative and quantitative understanding of the physics that
underlies vector meson production.
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APPENDIX A: NOTATION
We denote the four-momenta of the incident and scattered
electron bype and pe8 , the virtual photon byq[pe2pe8 ,
nd the target and recoil proton bypp and pp8 . Each four-
vector can be written as (E, pW ) with appropriate subscripts.
FIG. 13. The dependence of thet slope,bf , on Q
2. Photopro-
duction data Bonn~Beschet al.!are from Ref.@37#, SLAC~Ballam
et al.! from Ref. @38#, and CLAS Collaboration~Anciant et al.!
from Ref. @11#. Electroproduction data Cornell~Dixon et al.! are
from Refs.@17,18#and Cornell~Casselet al.! from Ref. @15#.
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We use the common notation for Lorentz invariants:Q25
2q2.0, n5q•pp /M p (M p is the mass of the proton!, the
squared hadronic center-of-mass energyW25(q1pp)
2, and
t5(pp2pp8)
2 is the four-momentum transfer to the target.
The above-threshold momentum transfer is given byt85t
2tmin(Q
2,W),0, where2tmin is the minimum value of
2t for fixed kinematics.
APPENDIX B: GEOMETRIC MODEL
We describe a qualitative picture of vector-meson diffrac-
tive scattering within a simple geometric model. A sketch of
the process is shown in Fig. 14. The virtual photon is con-
verted into the virtual vector meson~of radius r V), which
diffractively interacts with the proton~of radiusr h) during a
formation time Dt. Differential elastic cross sections are
closely related to the charge form factorsF(t) of colliding
hadrons at high energy@29,45#. For small values oft, the
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Comparison of Eqs.~B1! and ~B2!, and noting that the
cross section is proportional to the square of the form factor,













where r h and r V are the radii of the nucleon and vector
meson, respectively.
Because of the virtuality of the vector meson, the interac-
tion region should also decrease if the formation distance is
less than the size of the nucleon (cDt&2r h'2 fm!. A rep-
resentative sample of the large body ofr data shown in Fig.
15 suggests the following phenomenological parametrization






FIG. 16. Thet-slope parameter dependence onQ2 for the photo-
and electroproduction ofr mesons atW52.6 GeV. The data show
a clear decrease ofb with increasingQ2. The curve is a fit to Eq.
~B5!. The photoproduction data SLAC~Ballamet al.!are from Ref.
@38#. The electroproduction data Cornell~Casselet al.! are from
Ref. @15#.
FIG. 14. Space-time picture of thegVp scattering through the
conversion of the virtual photon into the virtualf meson inside the
target proton.
FIG. 15. Thet-slope parameter dependence oncDt for selected
photo- and electroproduction data ofr mesons. The data show a
clear decrease ofb with decreasingcDt below 2 fm. The curve is a
fit to Eq. ~B5!. The photoproduction data SLAC~Ballamet al.! are
from Ref. @38# and Fermilab~Franciset al.! from Ref. @46#. The
electroproduction data Cornell~Casselet al.! are from Ref.@15#.
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A two-parameter fit to Eq.~B5!, ignoring any explicit depen-





However, Eq.~B5! also has an indirect dependence onQ2








Thus, we can plot Eq.~B5! as a function ofQ2, using this
expression forcDt. This is shown in Fig. 16 for data at the
fixed value ofW52.6 GeV@15#. Thus, we see that most, if
not all, of the variation of the slope parameterb can be
accounted for by changes in the fluctuation time. For the
kinematics of this experiment, cDt ('0.5 fm! is small com-
pared to the size of the nucleon, so we expect the fluctuation
time factor to be significant for ourf data.
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